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Abstract 
Collins, D.J. and E.C. Turner, An automorphism of a free group of finite rank with maximal 
rank fixed point subgroup fixes a primitive element, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 88 
( 1993) 43-49. 
We prove that if an automorphism 4 of a free group F of rank n has a fixed point subgroup of 
rank n then 4 fixes a primitive element of F. With an appropriate generalisation of rank and 
primitivity, we prove the same statement for automorphisms of free products. 
Introduction 
The Scott conjecture for automorphisms of free groups says that if 4 is an 
automorphism of a free group of rank n, then the subgroup Fix $ of elements 
fixed by C$ is a free group of rank at most n. This conjecture was recently proven 
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by Bestvina and Handel as an application of their analysis of relative train track 
maps of graphs [ 11. In this paper we show how a fine analysis of these techniques 
shows that if the rank of the fixed point subgroup of an automorphism of a free 
group of rank n is the maximum possible, namely II, then the automorphism fixes 
a primitive element of the free group. A generalisation to automorphisms of free 
products of the result of [l] is given in [2]-we generalise the notion of primitive 
to free products and prove a similar result for an automorphism of a free product 
with fixed point subgroup of maximal KuroS rank (see [2]). 
A simple illustration of the result of the title is given by the free group F(a, b) 
of rank two and the automorphism 4 defined by 
$(a) = ab , 4(b) = b . 
An easy argument shows that Fix 4 = (6, aba6’). 
1. The free group case 
The argument in [l] is based upon realising the free group F as the fundamental 
group of a graph X and the automorphism 4 as a self-homotopy equivalence f of 
X. The starting point consists of showing that if the rank of Fix C#J is at least 2, 
then f : X-+X can be chosen so that: 
(fl) the map f has a fixed point; 
(f2) there is an automorphism 0 : nl(X, u)* F such that f3(Fix r,( f, u)) = 
Fix 4, where n, (f, u) is the automorphism of n,(X, u) induced by f. 
Among the further properties of f is the fact that the graph X is maximally 
filtered by f in the sense that there is an ascending chain 
0 = x,, c x, L . . . c x,,, = x ) 
where each X, is an f-invariant subgraph and if f(X,)gX,-, then there is no 
f-invariant subgraph strictly between X,-, and X,. The closure of X,\X,_, is 
denoted by H, and is called the rth stratum of X. The proof that the rank of Fix 4 
is bounded is then achieved by constructing a graph 2 satisfying: 
(21) there is a component 2” of 2 such that ~,(Z”)sFix ~,(f, u) (2 is not, in 
general, connected); 
(22) for any component C * of Z, rank r, (2 *) 5 rank n,(X). 
The graph C is constructed stepwise from the filtration of X as indicated below 
and the result follows quickly from a careful analysis of the construction. The key 
concept introduced in [l] is that of an indivisible Nielsen path (INP), which is a 
path p in X satisfying: 
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(INPl) f(p) is homotopic to p. 
(INP2) p cannot be expressed in the form p, p2 where f( p,) is homotopic to pi, 
i = 1,2. 
The construction of _S is then as follows. (A complete description with 
justifications can be found in [l, Proposition 6.31 or can be extracted from the 
corresponding passage of [2].) For each r = 1,2,. . . , m, 2 contains an edge E, 
provided that there is an INP p, which is contained in X, but not in X,_, . If no 
such INP exists there is no corresponding edge. The vertices of C, which are to 
serve as endpoints of E,, are the endpoints of the chosen p, and are added 
together with E,. For some values of r there is a canonical choice of p, while for 
other values there are several choices, in which event the choice is made 
randomly. 
The graph 2 is linked to X by a map p : _Z + X satisfying: 
(Pl) P(%) = P,; 
(~2) for any (homotopically) non-trivial path n in C between vertices, p(q) is a 
non-trivial Nielsen path (i.e. satisfying (INPl)) in X; 
(~3) for any Nielsen path (T in X there is a path r] in 2 with p(q) = u. 
Properties (~2) and (~3) ensure that, for the basepoint u of X, there is a com- 
ponent 2” of C so that ~,(pl~~~) ma p s 7r, (2 “, u) isomorphically to Fix z-, (f, u), 
i.e. that (Cl) holds. 
For our purposes it is the part of the argument that is concerned with the 
property (22) that is significant. The following concepts are involved. For a 
connected graph define the rank of X to be rk(X) = rank n,(X). For an arbitrary 
graph X define the reduced rank to be 
where the sum is over the non-contractible components of X. (The reduced rank 
x(X) is an inessential variation of the quantity x - (X) used in [l] which we prefer 
as it permits a natural generalisation in [2] for free products.) The following 
properties hold: 
(xl) if X c X’ then x(X) 5x(X’) andx(X) <x(X’) if and only if there is a 
path in X’ which meets X’\X and has endpoints in non-contractible 
components of X; 
(x2) if X’ is obtained from X by adding a single edge thenx(X’) is eitherx(X) 
orx(X)+ 1. 
To prove (Z2) one actually shows that 
(22’) +z&z) GE(X). 
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In fact the proofs of (xl) and (22) are interdependent and one has to prove, 
by induction on Y, that 
(C2:) ‘;i;<Z,) 5x(X,) and (pl), (p2), (~3) hold for pIzV. 
(Here, of course x:, corresponds to X, in the way that Z corresponds to X. Details 
are given in [l, Proposition 6.31.) 
We are now ready to give the additional argument needed to prove our result 
which we restate formally. 
Proposition 1. Let F be a free group of rank n and let 4 be an automorphism of F 
whose fixed point subgroup Fix 4 has rank n. Then 4 fixes a primitive element of 
F. 
Proof. In the above setting, our hypotheses mean that 
rank Fix n,( f, u) = n = rank n,(X) 
This means that rk(s”) = n = rk(X) and thereforex(2’“) = n =x(X). In view of 
properties (C2’) and (xl), every component of _Z other than 2” either has rank 1 
or is contractible and therefore contributes nothing tax(c). Moreover, the fact 
that z(Z) =x(X) implies that x(z’,) =x(X,), for all r. For in proving that 
z&z,) GiqX,), one actually shows that if x(x=,) is x(x,) + 1 (rather than 
x(2,)) then x(X,+,) >x(X,) so that if ever rk(Z,) <x(X,), then x(z,Y) < 
E(X,Y) for all s 2 r. 
The argument is completed by examining the point at which the first non- 
contractible subcomplex of _Z” appears. More precisely, let r be the least value 
such that Cy = 2” n Z, has a non-contractible component. Clearly this component 
is a graph consisting of a simple closed path n with some attached trees. Since all 
other components of ZF are contractible x(x:) = 1 and hence, by our observa- 
tions about the components of 2 distinct from Z”, x(Zc,.) = 1. This means that 
x(X,) = 1 and so the component of X, which contains p(v) also must consist of a 
simple closed path (T with some trees attached. Moreover, p(q) must be 
homotopic to a path of the form ra? for some contractible path T-we use here 
the elementary remark that if f (homotopically) fixes a path of form ~a’7 then it 
must also fix 71~7. 
Let p be a path in a maximal tree of 2” from u to the appropriate basepoint of 
71. Then pr@ represents an element of r,(Z”), We claim that its image 
p( p)~a?p( FL) is a primitive element of n,(X, u). If y is a path in a maximal tree 
of X from u to the basepoint of (T then yur represents an element of the basis of 
n,(X, u) defined by the maximal tree. Clearly p( p) w+( j_i) represents a conjugate 
of this and so is also primitive. 0 
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2. The free product case 
The generalisation of the construction and argument of [l] given in [2] employs 
a number of notions generalising those used in the free group case. The notion of 
graph is replaced by that of a graph of complexes. This is a cell-complex 2 
consisting of an underlying graph X to which are attached at certain vertices 
various 2-complexes called the factor complexes. If the group G is the free 
product G = *:1, G, where each factor G, is freely indecomposable, then it can be 
realised as the fundamental group of a graph of complexes where the factor 
complexes have fundamental groups isomorphic to those free factors G, of G 
which are not infinite cyclic. Given a realisation of the free product G via a graph 
of complexes E, an automorphism of G can be realised by a self-homotopy 
equivalence of Z which restricts to a homeomorphism on any factor complex. The 
other notion which needs to be generalised is that of rank. The natural definition 
of the free product rank of a free product would be the number of indecompos- 
able factors needed to decompose it completely. However. it turns out that in 
addition to this absolute notion of rank one needs to work with a relative notion 
of the rank of a group when regarded as a subgroup of a specified free product. 
This more complicated concept is called the KuroS rank and is explained in detail 
in [2]. We do not repeat the definition here but just observe that for the purposes 
of counting up KuroS rank for a subgroup of G, any subgroup of a factor G, of G 
is regarded as having KuroS rank 1 even if it is free of infinite rank. In other cases, 
for example, that of finite G,‘s, the subtler definition of KuroS rank coincides with 
the natural definition. The main result of [2] then asserts that if $I is an 
automorphism of a free product of KuroS rank ~1, then the fixed point subgroup of 
4 has KuroS rank at most n. 
To establish a generalisation of Proposition 1 we also need a gcncralisation of 
the concept of primitive. A free product G = *yi,G, can be expressed as G = 
*:=,G, * F(S) h w ere the factors G, are not infinite cyclic and F(S) is free with 
basis S. Then a primitive element is any automorphic image of (U:_, G,) U S U 
s- ‘. 
Proposition 2. Let G = *yl=,G, have KuroS rank m and let C#J be an automorphism 
of G. If the fixed point subgroup of 4 has Kuros’ rank m, then C$ fixes a primitive 
element of G. 
The argument of [2] is modelled on that of [l] and to prove Proposition 2, one 
has to repeat the discussion of Section 1, making whatever amendments and 
additions are needed because of the presence of the factor complexes. We sketch 
this briefly. 
The starting point is the same, namely that one works with homotopy equiva- 
lence f : 27- S? satisfying 
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(fl) the map f has a fixed point; 
(f2) there is an automorphism 0 : r,(Z, u) * G such that B(Fix n, (f, u)) = Fix 4, 
where n, (f, u) is the automorphism of 7~~ (%, u) induced by f. 
The filtration by f-invariant graphs becomes a filtration by f-invariant graphs of 
complexes and the graph C is replaced by a graph of complexes 9 whose 
construction is likewise based on the irreducible Nielsen paths which appear in ZJ? 
and properties analogous to those given in Section 1 are established. The main 
variation (other than the choice of letter) which distinguishes 9 from C is that 
subcomplexes of the factor complexes have to be introduced into 9when the map 
f fixes either the particular subcomplex concerned or some path-conjugate 
thereof. The map p : 9* S? then has an obvious definition and the corresponding 
properties hold (with KuroS rank for replacing rank for the groups concerned). In 
particular, there is a component 9” whose fundamental group is mapped iso- 
morphically to Fix 7ri (f, u) and 9 has a filtration parallel to that of 2. All this is 
spelt out in careful detail in [2, 3.5-3.81. 
A notion of KuroB rank for graphs of complexes is then defined as follows. If % 
is a connected graph of complexes with underlying graph 2 and q factor 
complexes, then the Kuroi rank of % is 
K-rank(%) = rank(rr, (2)) + q . 
For a graph of complexes % with non-contractible components %, , iYz, . . . , Tp, 
the reduced KuroS rank is 
K-rank(%) = 1 + i (K-rank(CZk) - 1). 
k=l 
An inductive argument then establishes [2, Proposition 3.111 that 
K-rank($) 5 K-rank(Z) = K-rank(%) . 
Exactly as in the free group case the key observation in obtaining the above 
inequality is that in going up one step in the filtration of 9 the K-rank either 
remains the same or increases by just 1 and in the latter case the K-rank for the 
corresponding step in the filtration of Z will increase by at least 1. 
Once all this machinery is set up and verified the argument for Proposition 2 
proceeds exactly as for Proposition 1 save that when the first non-contractible 
subcomplex K of some 9: first appears it may consist either of a simple closed 
curve with some attached trees or of a subcomplex of a factor complex attached to 
a tree. But then p(K) will have the same form as K and therefore so too will the 
component of %‘r which contains p(K). With the extended definition of primitive 
element, the remainder of the argument proceeds essentially as before. 
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